Colleagues
For any freelance professional, it is important to have colleagues with whom one can
share both work and ideas. These are some of those with whom Barbara Heinzen
continues to work.
Name
1. SOAS

Website address
www.soas.ac.uk/

The School of Oriental and African Studies
brought Barbara Heinzen to London in the
early 1980s. Today, she remains a member
of the Centre of African Studies and a
Research Associate.
2. Napier Collyns, Global Business
Network

www.gbn.com

Napier Collyns is one of the founding
members of Global Business Network. He
has been Barbara Heinzen’s teacher since
they first met at Shell in 1984.
3. Oliver Sparrow, Challenge Forum

http://www.chforum.org

Barbara Heinzen and Oliver Sparrow worked
together in Shell’s Group Planning
Department in the mid-1980s. Today the
Challenge Forum is known for the strength of
its research and argument.
4. LIFT

www.liftfest.org

The London International Festival of Theatre
has been pushing the boundaries of what
theatre is and can be for over 25 years.
Barbara Heinzen became involved with LIFT
as an advisor to their innovative Business
Arts Forum from 1993-2003.
5. Hardin Tibbs

www.hardintibbs.com

Hardin Tibbs’s interests are in sustainability
and technology. He is especially well-known
for his thinking on “Industrial Ecology”. He
and Barbara Heinzen first worked together in
Singapore in the mid-1990s.
6. Philippe Vandenbroeck, WS Network

http://www.ws-network.com

Philippe Vandenbroeck and his colleagues
are dedicated to helping their clients look at
the whole system around them. He and
Barbara Heinzen first worked together on
energy and sustainability issues in the late
1990s.
7. Arthur Muliro, Society for International
Development

www.sidint.org

Name

Website address

Barbara Heinzen began working with Arthur
Muliro in 1997, when he invited her to help
with the process design of the East African
scenarios work. They have worked with a
wide team of East Africans for the past ten
years.
8. Daniel Erasmus, DTN

http://dtn.net
http://scenariothinking.org

Daniel Erasmus takes a special interest in
internet technologies and their future. His
website on scenario thinking is one of the
best around.
9. Nicole Boyer, Adaptive Edge

Website: http://www.adaptive-edge.com/
Weblog: http://www.fuzzysignals.com

Nicole Boyer’s practice does outstanding
work in new techniques of organisational
learning. The learning journeys she
organises are innovative and challenging for
all concerned.

Meeting of colleagues in Barbara Heinzen’s rooms, 2004. Photograph by Philippe
Vandenbroeck.

Meeting of colleagues in Barbara Heinzen’s rooms, 2004. Photographic collage by Philippe
Vandenbroeck.

